PREVIEWS FROM OUR
SAMPLES LIBRARY

VERSUS

Investment Education

A series comparing different approaches to content
Educating individual investors – or supplying educational content to intermediaries – has been a
part of asset management marketing programs from the beginning. There are a thousand ways
to teach a topic, and that’s evident when you look through industry samples. Is there a right way,
or a better way? Let’s look at two educational pieces on the topic of dollar-cost averaging.
ARTICLE A

Read Article

ARTICLE B

DOLLAR COST
AVERAGING
OR LUMP SUM
INVESTING?

VS

WHAT IS
DOLLAR COST
AVERAGING?

Read Article

■■ Tight, interesting

■■ Immediate acknowledgement of reader
emotions

LENGTH

■■ Overall the piece is long. But, effective
use of subsections with clear, compelling
subhead titles

■■ Very short and focused on most important
reader takeaway

CONTENT

■■ The piece looks at the topic from multiple
angles

■■ The presentation is unbalanced – no
mention of potential negatives, although
boilerplate risk language is included

INTRO

■■ Sub-sections are short and focused on
the key point
■■ Conclusions section properly summarizes
for readers wanting a short cut

VOICE

■■ Personal, professional voice

OTHER

■■ Compelling callouts drive curiosity and
readership

FEATURES

■■ Drives toward encouraging investment/
promoting investing actions

■■ Content is consistently reader focused

■■ Reflects reader needs and concerns

■■ Post-article navigation capitalizes on
reader goodwill and encourages them to
continue engaging

■■ Addition of “Have Questions? Call” box
enhances the emotional content of the
page
■■ “Related Items,” while not related,
encourage continued engagement

Which one do you think is most effective at building relationship with investors?
Let us know at info@purcellcom.com.
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ARTICLE
B



What is Dollar-Cost Averaging?



INVESTING BASICS

New to investing? Use this simple strategy.
 ARTICLE

 SHARE

Investing in the stock market can be daunting for the uninitiated. Enter dollarcost averaging – an investing technique where you invest in the market by
contributing a set amount on a regular schedule – which takes the guess work
out of timing the market and can help you save for your future.
Investing for everyone
What is dollar cost averaging? It’s pretty simple, actually. Let's say for example you start with a modest sum of money –
say $100. (Possibly even less – many firms will let you set up an automatic investing plan for as little as $50 a month.)
You use that money to buy as many shares of a given stock, bond or mutual fund as you can. The next month, you do the
same. You may be able to automatically deduct the amount from your bank account each month, so you won’t even have
to think about it.
How it works
Over time, the $100 monthly investment purchase will start to add up. The price of each investment may rise and fall,
meaning your monthly purchase will buy fewer shares in some months, and more in others. But over time, your average
share price could actually be lower than if you had invested a large sum all at once – and because you’re spreading your
investments over time, you don’t have to be concerned about market timing. You can always increase your monthly
stock purchase if your finances allow it. But even if you keep your monthly purchase the same, your portfolio can grow –
especially if you invest consistently over a long period of time.
Stick with it
Stick with it and you could watch your initial, modest investment grow into something much more substantial. Of course,
all investments have risk, and dollar-cost averaging can't guarantee a profit or prevent losses in declining and volatile
markets. But for those new to the markets, or those with a limited budget, it may be a great way to enter the investing
arena.

This material is provided for general and educational purposes only; it is not intended to provide legal, tax or investment
advice. All investments are subject to risk. We recommend that you consult an independent legal or financial advisor for
specific advice about your individual situation.The tax information herein is not intended to be used, and cannot be used
by any taxpayer, for the purpose of avoiding tax penalties. Taxpayers should seek advice based on their own particular
circumstances from an independent tax advisor. Securities offered through Voya Financial Advisors, Inc. member
SIPC. Neither Voya nor its affiliated companies provide tax or legal advice. Please consult with your tax and legal
advisors regarding your individual situation.
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